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In the event of an RFID error, the printer does the following:

• displays an RFID error or status message on the second line of the
control panel display

• returns RFID error codes to the RFID data log (see ^HL or ~HL on page 48 for more
information about the RFID data log)

Table 4 lists the error codes. Numbers that appear in the format “ ”
are not listed individually.

XXXXXXXX  is 8 hex characters returned from the reader.

This error can indicate a read/write error with your RFID tag, or
it could indicate an internal problem with the RFID reader. If
the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

00000000 The RFID operation completed successfully.

00001239 An error occurred in the RFID encoder module firmware.

00001240 The data that was attempted to be written to a tag is not valid.

00001241 An error occurred during an RFID test.

00001242 The value of the country code that was sent to the RFID reader
is not valid, or the value was not specified. See RFID Country
Code on page 22 for more information.

00001244 The printer does not detect an RFID reader.

02000100 The wrong amount of data was specified in an RFID reader
command.

02000101 The command sent to the RFID reader module was invalid.

02000102 The command sent to the RFID reader module is not known by
the module firmware.

02000103 An attempt was made to set the power of the RFID reader to a
value that is too large.

02000104 The frequency selected in an RFID command to reader module
is not valid.

02000105 A parameter of an RFID command for the reader module is not
valid.

02000106 An attempt was made to set the power of the RFID reader to a
value that is too small.

02000109 The command sent to the RFID reader module was invalid.

02000200 The RFID reader firmware had a bad validation checksum.

02000201 An error occurred in the RFID reader module.
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02000300 An error occurred while attempting to write firmware to the
RFID reader module.02000301

02000302

02000303

02000304

02000305

02000306

02000400 The reader attempted to locate an RFID tag and was unable to
do so.

02000401 The RFID reader was not properly told the type of RFID tag.

02000402 The type of RFID tag that the RFID reader was told to expect is
not valid.

02000403 An error occurred while attempting to change the lock bits on
the tag.

02000404 An attempt to read data from a tag could not find any data.

02000405 The reader module does not have the AFE on.

02000406 The tag write failed.

02000407 The RFID reader command that was sent to the reader is not
implemented in this version of reader firmware.

02000408 The data that was attempted to be written to a tag is not valid.

02000409 The memory address for data to be written to a tag is not valid.

02000410 The protocol definition is inconsistent with the size of the EPC
data area.

02000411 The protocol definition is inconsistent with the amount of data
sent.

02000420 An error was made in the specification of a Generation 2 tag
protocol.

02000423 An error was made in the specification of a Generation 2 tag
protocol control bit.

02000424 The Generation 2 tag memory area is locked.

02000430 An unknown error was made with a Generation 2 tag.

02000500 The RFID radio transmitter is on.

02000503 The RFID reader module found that no antenna was connected.

02000504 The RFID reader module is too hot.

02000505 The amount of energy being reflected by the antenna connection
is higher than acceptable.
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02000507 An attempt was made to set the reader module to an invalid
antenna configuration.

02000600 The RFID module memory contained data from fewer tags than
was requested by printer firmware.

02000601 The RFID module memory is full.

02000602 An attempt was made to write data to the RFID module memory
with an ID that is already present in the memory.

02000603 The RFID reader was asked to read more tags into module
memory than the module could hold.

02000604 The RFID module response is blocked.

02001001 An attempt to communicate with the reader module took too
much time.

02001238 The printer caused an error.

02001242 The RFID country code is not selected.

0200010A An attempt was made to set the serial communication baud rate
of the RFID reader to a value that is not valid.

0200010B An attempt was made to set the region of the RFID reader to a
value that is not valid.

0200010C The RFID reader firmware's license key does not match the
RFID reader firmware.

0200040A Miscellaneous error while attempting to read or write to a tag.

0200040B Too much data was attempted to be written to a tag.

0200040F Protocol bit decoding failure.

0200042B The Generation 2 tag is set to low power mode.

0200042F An unspecified error was made with a Generation 2 tag.

02007F00 A firmware routine in the RFID reader module firmware
returned an unknown error.

02007F01 An unexpected internal error has occurred in the RFID reader
module firmware.


